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EXISTENCE THEOREMS FOR OPERATOR EQUATIONS AND NONLINEAR 
ELLIPTIC BOUNDARY-YALUE PROBLEMS 
Walter PETRY, Dusseldorf 
Abstract * 
Let Y be a real reflexive Banach space with dualY*. 
Suppose that T is - in one sense - the limit of bounded 
continuous mappings from V to Y* with domain 
P(T)5** {44, e V* re*) 6 V* ) • Under suitable conditions 
the existence of a solution M.0 e DCT) of the nonlinear 
operator equation — v c 
with i e V * is proved. Application to a nonlinear el-
liptic boundary value problem is given. 
Key wordst Nonlinear operator equation, regularization met-
hod, elliptic differential equation, boundary condition. 
AMS, Primary: 47H15, 47F05, 35J60 Ref. Z. 7.956, 
Secondary: 46B10, 46E35 7.978.5 
Let Y be a reflexive Banach space, and V* its 
dual space. The theory of coercive, semi-monotone operators 
T from V to Y * and its applications to the study of 
nonlinear elliptic boundary-value problems have been trea-
ted extensively by Browder f3], Leray-Lions [8], Necas 19, 
101 and others. 
In this paper we will consider operators T with do-
main of definition ]) contained in V and range in V * • 
In Section 1, an existence theorem (Theorem 1) is proved 
for such operators T mapping ]) into Y * . This theo-
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rem generalizes the known existence theorem for mappings 
T from V to V* . Its proof is based on regularization 
methods. Section 2* contains the application of Theorem 1 to 
nonlinear elliptic partial differential equations (Theorem 
2). This theorem is a generalization of the existence theo-
rems for elliptic equations, proved by Browder [2, 33, Le-
ray-Lions [8], ViSik [13 - 151, NeSas [9, 10}f Bui An Ton 
[5] and others (see also [71). 
2. Let V , ¥ be two real reflexive separable Banach 
spaces with ¥ c V , where the natural injection mapping 
Cj of W into y is assumed to be continuous. Further 
suppose that V is dense in y • 
Let y* } ¥* be the duals of V and ¥ respecti-
vely. The pairing between V and V* shall be denoted by 
< • , • ) and that of ¥ and ¥* by ((•,•». 
By —> and —=-* we will denote the strong and weak 
convergence respectively. 
In this section we use the following Theorem of Browder 
- Bui An Ton [4] (see also 15]). 
Proposition 1. Let X be a real reflexive separable 
Banach space, S a denumerable subset of X . Then there ex-
ist a separable Hilbert space K and a linear compact map-
ping 0 of H into X such that S c 0 ( H ) . 
Applying Proposition 1 to X 1 & ¥ we obtain the ex-
istence of a separable Hilbert space H (the inner product 
shall be denoted by < • , • ) ) and a compact linear map-
ping 3 of H into ¥ such that 3(H) is dense in IV. 
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We assume 
Assumption 1, (a) Let A: Y—> Y* be bounded (i.e. 
maps bounded sets into bounded sets) and demi-continuous 
(i.e. continuous from the strong to the weak topology)# 
(b) Any sequence iw^l c W satisfying 2, w^ —*- u0 
in Y , A ( g, wKn,) —> q* in Y* with 
Mwi>m, /x^ (A(7imrmf)> C^i^) £ (q, ,M>0 ) implies A(u0)*sQ.. 
Remark 1« (a) A bounded demicontinuous operator A % 
from V to V* which is semi-monotone (see e.g. Bui An 
Ton T5D satisfies Assumption 1 (s.l51)# 
(b) A bounded continuous operator A from V to Y* sa-
tisfying Condition CS + ) (see e.g. Browder D]) implies 
Assumption 1. 
(c) Assumption 1 (b) is related to mappings of type CM) 
introduced by Brezis 11]» 
To prove an existence theorem for mappings from Y to 
V* we will use regularization methods. Therefore we intro-
duce 
Assumption 2. (a) Let there exist &0 > 0 such that 
for all e € J 0 , z0 1 , M, e V , 3 ( e , u., • ) : Y-+ K
4 is li-
near and continuous and JB (e, •, ^ ^ ; K —* R is con-
tinuous. Further suppose that for all e € J 0, e0 ] and 
all /KT c F, B Ce, ̂  ^ 0, *r) 2* 0 . 
(b) Any sequences i e^fcJO, e0 3 &&& f^t*,^ c ^ sa~ 
tisfying £,,„,-* 0, ^V- — * ^ in V and 0 & 
£ B f e^, , Olf/Mrg, > ̂ t ̂ c ) -* # w^*1 s o m e constant 
i£ > 0 imply the existence of 3 ( 0, M>0 ^V^ av) for all 
/ur € TV* t Furthermore there exists a subsequence •£ mf f 
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such that for a l l mr e F , 3 ( €•„,/ , Xj iUrtm,^ > %<ur) —> 
- * B ( 0 , AA,0f7f^mr) . In addition suppose that the existence 
of $ ( 09 4C0, UQ) implies (perhaps by taking a subsequence) 
3<0,4LOÍ«,o) í £ům,3<í,n,,3i<Hr 3<w 
/ftf m* m> 
0.1*- ) . 
We introduce further the following coercivity condi­
tion. 
Assumption 3. For a l l & e 3 0, B0 1 and a l l rur e W 
l e t 
C A ( 0, w ), 3/ivr) + B(6, V<<ur, J^) ^c(H^^\\v)ld^ly , 
where c (H, ) is a function on 1R+ satisfying: (i) 
C Crt)-» oo as M- -> a> ; (ii) C C/c- ) > - C0 on R^. 
with some c 0 5r 0 , 
By Assumption 2(a) there exists B(e,>ti) 6 V* for 
all & € ] 0, e 0 ] and all >u, e V such that 
( B ( i , JO,),<V) *: B(e, Aju^nr) 
for all ir e V . Further for each e e 3 0, ep ] , B (€, • ) : 
V"—y V* * is demi-continuous. 
We define D ( B ) ; = <*L eY:3(0fu,') i V—> R^ 
is a linear continuous mapping}. Hence for all JUL e J) (B ) 
there exists B (<u, ) £ V* satisfying 
(3(4A,)f4r)z?3(0,AA,9<ir) 
for all nr e Y . 
The problem, to be considered in this section, is to 
prove the existence of a solution AJU0 eD(3) to 
(2.1) A(*u) + B(AJU) =r £ 
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with f c 7 * 
We foimulate our main theorem. 
Theorem 1. Suppose that Assumptions lt 2f 3 hold. Let 
£ e V* .Then there exists at least one AA*0 e D ( B ) satis-
fying (2a). 
Proof: The proof follows by several steps, 
(a) We first remark that the dual 7IJ* of Jf is a linear 
continuous mapping of V* into W* and we have V* c If* . 
Furthermore the dual J* of J is a linear compact mapp-
ing of W * into K . For e e 3 0, e 0 1 we now consider 
the problem 
(2.2) e ^ + J*J1*A(J^J^)+J*a*B(e,0Lr J,*)* J*J/f 
with AJL e H . We set with e € 3 0, e a J , AA, e. H 
T(e,*,)x.i(j*j*flj*^ 
By Assumption 1.2 and the above remarks it follows that, 
for each e € 1 Q} e0 3 , the mapping T Ce, • ) is con-
tinuous and compact from H to K . Further it follows by 
Assumption 3 
<W -TCe,44,),44,>=c «^«;J-!<J*J/f,44,> + 
+ |«J#,J*ACJf J*),**) + 0 * % BCe, Ĵ  J>u,),̂ >? 
-l^lJ-l(f,^J^)4-l<(A(Jf J.44.),Jt J^) + 
+ (B(e,Ji J^J-Ou,)} ̂ 144,11̂ -i; If 1̂ 113, D44.ll, + 
t ^ C A C J , J*) , j , J.*) + BCe, J, 2AJU, 3<3AA,)} 
^ ^ U ^ + iCcCIJ, J ^ > 0 
II44? In 
- 3 1 - H 
for all AJU e Sn% \ sz KJUL * H S It-dUff-sK.*} y where H. £ 
is a suitable positive constant. This follows by the as-
sumption on c and the inequality I 0̂  3AU ly -* tf \\u>\\^ 
with some constant ft > 0 . Hence by a theorem of Kras-
noselskii (see e.g.[6]), there exists for each 
e e ] 0, e0 J a fixed point w% e H of T ( e , « ) , 
i.e. x6g is a solution to (2.2). Therefore by Assumption 5 
o^e^+a^ACj^ 
«e/f^ g»;^ 
Hence there exist positive constants ^ * ̂  such that 
(2.3) VelU s l l H * «£, , »J„ J*,£8V £ t?2 
for all t 6 ] 0 , £j ] . 
(b) By virtue of (.2.3) and Assurcjtion J!.F) there exists a 
sequence . Efl } C ] 0, e» ) such that e-m. —• 0 . 
tm **•£,», —* -* in H , J4 -
7,M-*,rv —*" **•.»
 in ̂  and 
A CO, J-ueJ —-» 9 . in V * . 
Further it follows by (2.3) Assumptions 1(a),2(a) and 
3* tc1f 
0 * 3 Ce, a, J^ 6 , 2, J^ e )= CBCfc,J., J^ ) ,J„ J«,e) 
- - -• -* -6>M- fAca, Jxct), J_1J*,6)+C£)J,J-u.t) 
^ c HAc 3, JAU£)IIVJ)( + if nv«.)II J, J^e, «v * ^3 
with some constant t^ > 0 . By Assumption 2(b) there 
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exists a subsequence { e^, 1 such that for all mr e W 
B Ct-̂ z , 3f J^e^, , J.f'Wr) —> 3 f 0 ; ^ o ; 2Cf ̂  J . Because 
xce satisfies (2.2) we have for all V e H 
+ (B(e^, a, Xu,t̂ >, J, 3r>-Cf,3, jr> =• <*m.«t^,r> + 
+cAC3 l3 . i i> v \^3y)+Bc*^ f^j4tw ,3,ay)-Cf,a,jr) 
from which by (2 .3 ) as m! —» a? 
<*. 5, J¥> + BC0,xco, 0, JY)~Cf, J„ JY) . 
JH is dense in ¥ and TV" is dense in V by as-
sumption, hence Ĵ  JH is dense in V" • Further from 
the above relation it follows 
IBrO,*,,^JWUICf-9^ , 
i.e. B C 0, # , „ • ) : Ĵ  JJ{ —> TH*1 is a linear conti-
nuous mapping from the strong topology in V * Hence 
3 ( 0j ALQ - • ) can uniquely be continued to a linear con-
tinuous mapping from the Banach space V to R such that 
(2.4) <<^,nr) + BCD, AI07 nr) ** (i7<ir) 
holds for a l l <tr e V - Fu r the r t he re e x i s t s B (u,0) e 
€ Y * such t h a t f o r a l l <tr e V 
(2 .5) (3(jm,0)7nr) = B C 0, AJL0 7nr ) . 
By the last two relations we obtain 
(2.6) ^ + 3 f^6) a f . 
From (2.5) it follows CB (M.0),*L0 ) - B C 0, u0, u0 ) . 
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Further by JUU% satisfying (2.2) we obtain (perhaps by ta-
king a subsequence) 
£ (f , *0 ) ~ .W 3 C ê ,, Ĉ  J^V/ , 3A JM,^ ) . 
By Assumption 2(b) and (2.6) we have 
Man, hujp, (A C 3A 3wt ) }3^3AJL^ t ) & (i,AJL0)~ B(0,44,Ofuo ) 
** (i,M,0)- (3(M0\U,0)** (£~3(*i0),"0) =- Cc^,^) , 
from which by Assumption 1(b) 
Af<u,0) « 9, = f - Bf^ 0) , 
i.e. xc0 satisfies (2.1). By (2.5) it follows u,Q e 
6 D £ B ) j proving Theorem 1. 
Remark 2. (a) The method used to prove Theorem 1 is a 
combination of the elliptic super-regtilarization studied in 
[4] and another regularization applied in [12]. 
(b) In Theorem lf the domain of Definition ]) ( B ) of the 
operator T s » A + B is a subset of the Banach space 
V and the range of T is contained in V * . This theo-
rem generalizes most of the known existence theorems for 
mappings T from V to V * (see e.g. [3»Bf9])« 
(c) Another method to obtain existence theorems for mapp-
ings T with domain D ( T ) contained in some Banach spa-
ce B̂ | and range in some other Banach space B 2
 i s £*•"•• 
ven in [111. 
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3» In this section we will apply Theorem 1 to elliptic 
differential equations. We use the notation of Browder in 
[3]» Suppose that SI c TR'n' is a bounded open domain 
with sufficiently smooth boundary 8SI such that the 
Imbedding Theorems of Sobolev are applicable (see e.g. Brow-
der [3])» It is our purpose, to study differential equations 
of the form 
•IIJS /-^ , f t ,3> AB / >^^-^
) (* ) )=- C x ) 
t(p\ m /Wi-""! 
for x e SI with Dirichlet boundary conditions. Precise-
ly, denote by Z £ , $, 1 : = J^i (x) <}> (x ) <Lx and con-
o 
sider the Sobolev space V: = "W^ ^ with 4 *z 41 * co . 
Let f be an element of V * . Then we ask for an element 
JUL0 e V which satisfies the condition 
(3.1) S [ A J - . U ^ o " , J>%] + 
IOC 1 ar /TTt 
for a l l if c V , 
We assume (see Browder [33) 
Assumption 4. (a) Each A * (x, f/m. ̂  *s measurable in 
X for fixed S ^ in 1R m%/ and continuous in f,^ on 
1R. **' for almost all u in Jl , Let Xr be the greatest 
integer less than tm, — m, /JX and let £^. denote the 
vector i ^ : I oc I «= h f , from the vector space R * • 
There exist continuous functions a * and c^ from U. 
to L * and H , respectively, such that the following 
inequalities hold: 
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with the exponents 41^ and .41^- satisfying 
4*-* « V C-fiT* + V " - 4 ) for loci - /rn, , 
41^ > <6^ for ̂ -/rt/fi-^locl-imi, ^ » ^"l- mT1 (trn, - I oc I) , 
1^oc ** ^ f o r ' * ' ^ ^m, - /rt//fi/ 
and 
>fi ^ /fa. - 4 f o r I oc I « I /£ I -* m* , 
^ o C / 3 ^ * / i ^ * ' " " * f o r «*'-<*'/4* * \oc\f\(i\£m%, \cc\ + lfi\*2/m,, 
.>p, -£ 4> - f o r I 001 -<: rm^ - m. / f t 9 mt- m / f i £ lfi\ & <m* . 
(b) If fw - Cf^ . f , ifm ) i s the division of fw into 
i t s .m ~th order components i ^ and the corresponding 
( . m - 4 ) - s t order j e t f/**-<! ; then for each x e SI and 
each fw-^ € R **"* 
for 9 ^ * * £ , 
(c) There exist two continuous functions c 0 and c from 
fcS* to H* with c 0 < f * ) £ S^ > 0 for a l l fa-
such that for a l l x 6 Si , a l l Jfcm- and a l l j - ^ . * we 
have 
2 A ^ * , ^ , ^ * * sr c , ^ * ) ! ^ -
IcCU/m 
im - inXn. si I (i I * <m - 1 
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where t̂  < 6^ 
Proposition 2 (see C33). Let Assumption 4 be satis-
fied. Then there exists a bounded continuous mapping A of 
V into V* such that for all AA, f or e V 
^ £&«(*, £mi(u)),$*<ir] - CAUOj/r.) . 
The mapping A is coercive and satisfies Condition C S + ) . 
Assumption 5« (a) B^ Cx, $m„i ) CJ/M .4 an, - 4 ) ia 
a continuous function from II x K * to H*1 such 
-»»m *f 
that for a l l e € 10,41 a l l fw.^ in I and 
almost a l l x in SL 
.ni***", ' l + e IB^foc, f ^ . , . ) l 
ž 0 
(b) Suppose that there exist a constant c2 Z. 0 and a 
function F: il X ft8"*"'' x T t W < — • TR." such that 
*, for a l l t in [ 0 , 1 ] a l l £._., , §'mmi in H 
and almost a l l x in i l 
I .5; -V*» Sm-^ gfl 
W-'ř 
\ß\ém.-A 4 + elB^Cx, f m ^ ) . 
^ A ^*.» fori-4 ) f/S 
-é C я 
+• r Coc, f/m~i » jW-<f ) » 
Further suppose that for a l l w e W^* ^ with rm.* >» 
=> art + /rt/ft , the mapping F C f ^ ^ C O , ^ ^ (mr)) , de­
fined by P C ^ , C . u , ) , f ^ M C ^ ) C ^ ) ; 3 s F C x , f w _ , f * ) c * ) , 




M B ) : m iw e V s #,-**., -,* 5 such that for a l l tr e 7 
there e x i s t s a constant ^ > 0 (not depending on nr ) 
sa t i s fy ing 
lj31.» OW.-'T ' 
then we s ta te 
Theorem 2» Suppose that Assumptions 4 , 5 hold. Then 
there e x i s t s at l e a s t one so lut ion AJL0 € DC 3) of (3 .1) 
for a l l fix € V 
Proof: (a) We apply Theorem 2 by s e t t i n g 
Yl - t * , * , V« - ^ m ^ * #**,*, with norm of V^^ 
AimA and 
Me,^*r):=* Z f i i£lllflfcli^ , j V ] 
W ^ - 1 L 1 + e IB^C-.^C^))!' J 
with e e 1 0, 4 2 . 
We remark that by the Imbedding Theorem of Sobolev it fol-
lows: 
(a) ¥„»*,„. c C*"°<.ZL> , (b) yf^^ c V ^ 
with continuous injection mapping. Hence W and V" are 
two real reflexive separable Banach spaces with Vf c T 9 
where the injection mapping Cf̂  of TV into V" is continu-
ous« furthermore TUT is dense in V" -
(b) Assumption 1 and Assumption 3 follow directly by Assump-
tions 4, 5(a), Proposition 2 and Remark 1(b), while Assump-
tion 2(a) is a simple consequence of Assumption 5(a) and 
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the def in i t ion of £ ( e , AM , or ) -
(c) I t r e s t s to prove Assumption 2 ( b ) . Suppose that {fc/aJc; 
c ] 0 , 4 ] and { ^ I c W s a t i s f y e ^ ~~* 0 , 
*«, t s ^ /urê  —=* .^0 in V; = "#"**, ̂  and 
0 6 B C £,,*, ̂  , ̂  ) & <€ with some *€*>(). 
By the Imbedding Theorem of Sobolev we have ¥ ^ ^ c 
c W ^ . ^ ^ and the injection mapping is continuous and 
compact. Hence there exists a subsequence inv'} such that 
(3.2) AI„, —> AJL0 
in W*K-<tf4t, f from which the exis tence of a subsequen-
ce fol lows (a l so denoted by in'} )> which s a t i s f i e s 
(3.3) J ) * ^ , OO - > J ) % C * ) 
a .e . on i t for a l l ) oc- I -6 ctn - 1 
For any /ur e W c ^ * > ( f i we define the measurable 
functions 
~ BAC^,f ^C^)C.y>) ] )V Cx) 
£ (x); * S * — > 
*»* ' tpU<i»-4 1+ C ^ l B * Cx, ?**.., <<"**) C* ) ) | 
£ Ca)-~ X B ^ C o r ^ ^ C a ^ ^ ) ) ] ) ^ ^ ) 
**<* ' " | ( 3 U ^ ^ e ÎB^Coc, f^HC^^)Coc» I 
V * ) 8 ~ l / W ? , 3ACoc,f^C^0)C^))J)^C^) , 
.fin»«tfit - " i 
V * ) : - S .B.Cx,f(ff../V(oc))jVf«) , 
We f i r s t remark that the assumption O s - B C e ^ ' , * . , ' , ^ / ) ^ ^ 
may be written in the form 
(3.4) 0 * / £,)/n, CjOeU -S <t? • 
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Therefore there exists a constant t0 & t soeh that 
(perhaps by taking a subsequence) 
By (3.3) and Assumption 5(a) follows as mf -> oo 
W*) = l ^ f x > l - * - . , f * > - l ^ ^ > « 
a.e. on Jl . Hence it follows by the Theorem of Patou 
(3.5) i CO, *„»„)* fa (x)dx£ Um> fatm,<*)dx 
m ism, B C-V, w^,, u,n, ) 
fft 
which proves one part of Assumption 2(b). 
By Assumption 5(b) follows with any X > 0 
j £ V«.t>.>K i £ 
in 
Let e -> 0 be arbitrary and set X i — —• u, <c, 4= 0) 
and a s 4 Ccft * 0 ) then we obtain for any niT e W c 
c TC»|,* ,n, an& any measurable set cf c J2 
Jf l.,i»l/ 7,01/ ^ f ^ 
with 
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We have by (3.4), (3.2) and Assumption 5(b) 
/n'-^io *$<» f it 
Therefore it follows by the arbitrariness of g,̂  
(3.6) ,_**** lvmMc.fi. f I !,-,(*>Id* - 0 
where I cf I denotes the measure of cf # 
Further we obtain by Assumption 5(b) and (3.5) 
JJfJ*)!dx£ca^^^ , 
with some £, > 0 , i. • . £a « L" . 
Let CT ̂  0 be arbitrary, then by (3.3) there exists a 
subset <f of Jl with I cT I a> €f and 
(3.7) l/**^ <*)-+***,<*) 
unifomly on Jl - cT for all I OP I £ /m - 4 . Now let 
f d^ ? be such a sequence of subsets of Jl with d^^A C 
c oT^ and I d^\ -* (7 . Then we obtain by (3.7) and As-
sumption 5(a) 
flf*,<*)-+*z<x) 
uniformly 0n Jl - rf^ . Therefore by virtue of (3.6) and 
fa e L
4 it follows 
^J^W*)-V* ) , d*-^ + 
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+ ^ - v *uf i -X% , f a ,^C .x) ldx+J^ l £ 3 C x ) l t i x 
<*8» 
-£ 1U^fhuj<i,$f^i%^<
(*)\&x + ^ l f a < ^ x ) i f l U ~* 0 
as .41. —• oo , *•«• £a,m.' —*
 f * i n I/* . Hence i t f o l -
lows for fill mr m W 
B C l ^ t*+,,l4*r)-+*CO9*09 %mr) , 
proving the rest of Assumption 2(b)# Therefore Theorem 2 
follows from Theorem 1# 
We shall now formulate the conditions on 
^fl ( * J %<m>~4 ) which are more useful in applications. 
Proposition 3» Suppose that for each I (i I s4 <m - 4 , 
3(i is a continuous function from J2 x 1R *"*""' to E 1 . 
Set for all | (3 | £ /m- ~ 4 
Suppose that for all mr e ^^1 + ,^ *he mapping 
*»<%*-it*r)f$m.H<m)) > W - W * *y 
is bounded and continuous from W^.,,^ to L . Further 
suppose that there exists a function ff (x, f<rn.--r > from 
.Ax H****" to TR* such that for all e 6 U , H 9 
almost all * in & and all f ^ - t *» Ht*"*-" 
IBACx, f^ ^ S - l g S lJi2bl M-I £ 
w i n 1 + e IB̂  
. . .5. BÆ f*» &»-< } ffí + G ŕx , Ş^ ) 
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with some constant c3 -£ 0 • In addition suppose that 
the mapping <S ($m„A(
m )) , generated by 
C5 Coc 9 f/f&.-f Cu*)(«x)) , is bounded and continuous from 
Vm-iift, "to -** • Tiien Assumption 5(b) holds. 
Proof. We define 
Then ^ also satisfies the assumptions of 9^ . Let/3 
be fixed then either (i) I f£ 1 £ I fy I or (ii) 1 f£ I >-
> I f£ I . Therefore it follows 
Hence we have 
V*.^'^'1* V^^'^S'*/**-" f»-f >'fi 1 , 
from which i t fo l lows by Assumption 
* * ' V « ' f « i - f > f r l + 
wtm-4 1 + e IB^ (x, ?**...,) I 
x ^ < 3^ (x, fmmi) f^ p / £ c' * 
* c<* .«/? — A * 1 n /^ C M + * *> x<m.-"f ' X"n-4 ; » 
where 
By Assumption of the Proposition and Wr.*.,̂  c C C ii ) 
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Assumption 5(b) is satisfied. 
Remark 3* (a) Suppose that for each IfSl 4s an ~ 4 
the function B* (X , f/m-i ^ *s continuous from il x 
x 1R to 1*1 Let there exist continuous nondecrea-
sing functions M^ (V) from H ^ to R + such that 
for all x e il and all $m^ e TfL
5«n-'1 
Then Assumption 5 is satisfied. 
(b) Theorem 2 generalized most of the known results on weak 
solutions for nonlinear elliptic differential equations. 
The special case of Remark 3(a) shows that there are less 
restrictive growth conditions on B« fx, %<m.-<% ) with res-
pect to f * 
(c) The inequalities of Assumption 5(/3 ) and Proposition 3 
are related to the conditions used by Zabreiko Cl6J, study-
ing systems of integral equations of Hammerstein type. 
Proof. Remark 3(a) follows easily by virtue of Proposition 
3 and W^*^ c C^fJI) . 
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